Hodges Addressing 301 Plant Gate Meeting

21 Cent Raise Won In Longshore Strike

By Robert G. Hardy

The United States government will continue its efforts to resolve the longshore strike and to prevent a repeat of the recent actions. The federal government has taken steps to ensure that the strike is finally resolved and that the longshoremen are treated fairly. The longshoremen have also agreed to return to work and continue their negotiations with the employers. The strike has caused a significant impact on the economy and has raised concerns about the future of the longshore industry.

Ford Workers Debating Contract Terms

The United States government has continued to negotiate with the Ford Motor Company to reach a fair and reasonable contract agreement. The company has made some concessions, but the workers are still demanding improvements in wages and benefits. The negotiations have been ongoing for several weeks, and it is hoped that a settlement can be reached soon.

UNITE IN BACKING THE CONTRACT DEMANDS

The United Auto Workers (UAW) is backing the contract demands of the Ford workers to ensure that their rights are protected. The union is calling on all members to support the workers and to join in the strike if necessary. This support is critical to ensuring that the workers are able to negotiate a fair contract.

Electrical Union News

The Electrical Union News is an important source of information for electrical workers. The union is committed to representing the interests of its members and to fighting for their rights. The union has a long history of fighting for fair wages, safe working conditions, and adequate benefits. The union is committed to ensuring that its members are treated fairly and that their rights are protected.

At the meeting tonight on the future of the union, local 70 will present the full details of the company's attitude in making this so-called offer. The union's attitude on major grievances is as follows:

Refusal by major divisions to correct long of work conditions and blasing them on the door; strike; Saturday and Sunday work; and major grievances; and liquidation in layoffs and staycoffs; layoffs of some workers and speed-up of those remaining; speed-up and more price-cutting on machine operations; pursuit to most highly-justified wages rate complaints as the tinnsilage, and attempted downsizing of some jobs.